1. Ryan Phillips
   (Hoise)

2. Daniel Sternberg

3. Ivan Baran

4. Cliff Mead

5. Enrique Pinienta

6. Scott Mhean

7. Enrique

8. Ryan

9. Cliff

10. Ryan

1st Place: Enrique Pinienta
2nd Place: Ryan Phillips
3rd Place: Cliff Mead
MEN'S NOVICE
160 - 172 LBS

3 MAN POOL

1st PLACE
Romeo Diaz

2nd PLACE
Derrick Rice

3rd PLACE
Ted Yamada

4th PLACE
Romeo

5th PLACE
Derrick

Sign No.__________

Sign No.__________

Sign No.__________
MEN'S
172-LBS

2-MAN POOL

1 WAYNE SHIOSAKI

1A SHIOSAKI

2 CONSTANTIN CHIGRIN

1st PLACE SHIOSAKI

2nd PLACE CHIGRIN

3rd PLACE

CHIGRIN

SHIOSAKI

CHIGRIN

3
MEN'S NOVICE

3 MAN POOL

1. LOUIS DEMARCO

2. BRUCE HOSKINS

3. STEPHEN WALLING

28 WALLING

DEMARCO

1ST PLACE WALLING
2ND PLACE DEMARCO
3RD PLACE HOSKINS

DEMARCO
1. RICHARD CHESKY
   UNIDOS

2. GUY WATANABE
   HEISEI

1st PLACE WATANABE √
2nd PLACE CHESKY √
3rd PLACE ___________________
Boys 7-8 yrs #4
56-65 lbs
4 MAN POOL

1. Anthony Hernandez
2. Matthew Igawa
3. Christian Medina
4. Kenny Henderson

1st Place: Anthony Hernandez
2nd Place: Kenny Henderson
3rd Place: Christian Medina
BOYS 9-10 YRS  # 4
56-64 IBS

3 MAN POOL

ON __________
10. __________

1. MAXIME MALAGUETE
2. MICHAEL HOLMES
3. CHRISTOPHER NELSON

MAXIME

1st PLACE Christopher Nelson ✓
2nd PLACE Maxime Lavoie ✓
3rd PLACE Michael Holmes ✓

MAXIME

CHRISTOPHER

MAXIME
Boys
9-10 yrs
71-75 cm

4 man pool

1. Rodrigo Mercado
   Kino
   1A Mercado

2. Israel Espejel
   Kino
   1B Mercado

3. Alfonso Angeles-Rodriguez
   Kino
   3B Mercado

4. Garen Demery
   Demery
   2B Mercado

1st place Mercado
2nd place Demery
3rd place Espejel
BOYS 9-10 YRS
11-12 YRS
96-130 LBS  #2

3 MAN POOL

AARON SHEIOSAKI
MIGUEL ESPEJEL
BRICE NAKAMURA

MIGUEL
UNCONTESTED
Boys 12 yrs
76 lbs

2-MAN POOL

KEVIN IGAWA

1st PLACE
2nd Place
3rd Place

1A

2

3
BOYS 15-16YRS
14-15YRS
139-141LBS

2 - MAN POOL

1. ISAAC ESPEJEC
   KIN

2. DAVID TORRES
   KIN

1A

DAVID TORRES

ISAAC ESPEJEC

1ST PLACE: DAVID TORRES
2ND PLACE: ISAAC ESPEJEC
3RD PLACE: ________
GIRLS 6-7 YRS

3 MAN POOL

IN

1. Kaci Yamanaka
2. Christina Chauarría
3. Zide Figueroa

1st Place: Yamanaka
2nd Place: Figueroa
3rd Place: Chauarría

1A Yamanaka
1B Yamanaka
2B Yamanaka
3B Yamanaka

Figueroa

Figueroa A

Chauarría

Sanshi

Unidos

Figuerca
UNCOUTESTED
GIRLS 9-10
46 LBS

1. JUNI YAMANAKA
   SANSHI

2. MAN POOL

1st PLACE
2nd PLACE
3rd PLACE
Girls - Boys - 9-10 yrs
63-69 cbs

1. Elizabeth Joseb
   Santa Monica

2. Amanda Calab
   Heise

1st Place: Amanda Calab
2nd Place: Elizabeth Joseb
3rd Place: 

#4

2-Man Pool
Girls 9-10 yrs #4
81-89 lbs

2-MAN POOL

1 Maria Aub
   Kim

2 Saudie Henderson

1st Place Saudy Henderson
2nd Place Maria Aub
3rd Place

Sandy

Maria

Sandy
FEMALE BOYS 11-12 YRS
74 - 97 CBFS

3 MAN POOL

ANNASTATIA FALLOW
1

VICKY SKELELEY
1A

ANNASTATIA
VICKY SKELLEY

ON 10.

ANNASTATIA

1. ANNASTATIA FALLO
2. VICKY SHELLEY
3. ERICA MONTOYA

1ST PLACE
ANNASTATIA
2ND PLACE
VICKY SKELELEY
3RD PLACE
ERICA MONTOYA

ANNASTATIA
UNCONTESTED
GIRLS 14
131485

2-MAN POOL

1. SABRINA RABANZO

1A

HEISEI

1st PLACE
2nd PLACE
3rd PLACE
WOMEN'S
133-159 LBS

#1

2-MAN POOL

1. Jasmine Dare
2. Florence Lee

1st Place: Dare
2nd Place: Lee
3rd Place: 

Lee

1A

Dare

2

Dare

3